Firmware Release Note for R1604
①
②
③

Release date : November 18th of 2011
Version of updated firmware : R1604
Updated contents to R1604 from previous version R1592

1 Restructuring of SETUP Menu
There used to be so many items in Cd Ripping of SETUP. We restructured it by adding
new item(Music DB) in SETUP like below picture.

2 The function to select(switch) the storage for Music DB
You can select one of internal HDD and USB for Music DB storage.
① Go to Music DB of SETUP. ② Select one of Internal HDD and USB like below picture.

※ Default
[ NOTICE ]
1. Please remember to check this setting first when you see 'Query Error' on the screen in trying
access to your Music DB. For example, you will see 'Query Error' on the screen when you try
access to your Music DB of internal(installed) HDD

with Music DB Storage set to USB.

2. When you use an external USB hard disk, please make sure to supply Power to
the external USB hard disk in case that the external USB hard disk is designed originally
to connect to Power Supply.

continued

3 The function of Music DB Recovery
There is a possibility to get a damage or error on album or files in the Music DB when you
run several functions like 'Rename, Delete, Copy to DB, or CD ripping' etc. If there is some error
in the Music DB, the X10 may not play the files properly or may not rip CDs properly.
The Music DB Recovery function will help to clear these problems.

3-1. To run Music DB Recovery function
① Go to Music DB of SETUP. ② Select Recovery and press it with OK key.
※ It will take some time to start and finish if your MusicDB is very big.

3-2. To see the result of Music DB Recovery run
After you run Music DB Recovery like above number 3-1, you can see the result of
Music DB Recovery like below. ① Go to Music DB of SETUP and select Recovery Result.

※ When Music DB is OK.

※ When something was checked

※ 'Moved' means the song file moved to 'Recovery' folder.
※ 'song file' is actual file.
※ 'Deleted' means the info in Music DB was deleted.
※ 'Album', 'genre', 'artist' and 'song' are just info(text file).
They are not actual music file.

3-3. To create 'Recovery MM-DD hh-mm' folder automatically on HDD(USB)
During Music DB Recovery run, X10 creates 'Recovery MM-DD hh-mm' folder automatically
on the internal HDD(or USB). The checked files or album folders will be stored(moved) there.

continued

3-4. To import the files in the 'Recovery' folder to the Music DB again.
After checking the files moved to 'Recovery' folder, you can import them
to the Music DB again with 'Copy to DB' function.

3-5. To clear the list on Recovery Result

Selection by RIGHT key

POPUP by MENU key

4 LCD Brightness control
You can control the brightness of LCD.
Go to System of SETUP and select Brightness.
You can set LCD brightness with LEFT/RIGHT key
of remote control.

5 The function to Jump(shortcut to find file) on all list modes
On each list mode, if you press an alphabet key of remote control, the cursor will jump on the
first file which has the selected alphabet at first position.

6 Seek function on Playing Screen
On the playing screen, you can run seek function by pressing numeric key of remote control.
For example, if you press 5 key during playing a file, it starts playing from the 50% position
of the file based on total playing time.
※ This function does not
work for OGG or AAC file.
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7 Clear the bug not to return properly from the USB mode
We cleared the bug that X10 remain in USB Mode continuously after disconnecting USB cable
from PC. We changed its process to three(3) steps like below.
[ in connecting to PC ] [ Recognized by PC ]
[ Disconnected from PC ]

8 Discography function
We added Discography into the MENU so that you could list up all album for each artist.
① Press MENU on the Album list of Music DB
② Select Discography

③ All artist will be listed like left

④ If you select one artist, his all albums will be
listed like below picture
[NOTICE] Discography function works properly in case only that artist
name is exactly same. X10 differentiates even large and small character.
To edit artist name, you may use 'Rename' function.

9 Some change for SEARCH function on all list mode.
To show corresponding list will be waited until three(3) alphabets are typed.

10 Right key is defined to select track for CD ripping
We redefined RIGHT key to select the track for ripping.
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11 Improvement to make X10 rip properly for the multi session CDs
such as Enhanced CD and bonus CD.
※ Video track in the multi session CD can not be supported by X10

12 Stabilization for several functions such as 'Copy to DB', 'Converting',
MusicDB Backup' and 'MusicDB Restore'
We improved these functions by inserting code for folder scanning algorithm and some coding
for MusicDB transaction improvement.

13 CD will be ejected automatically after CD ripping is finished in case of CD
Ripping All mode only.
14 RIGHT/LEFT key on the top of the X10 unit
RIGHT is for Next song, LEFT key is for Previous song

Next
Previous

15 Set zero(0)db(input = output) at Passthrough mode of SPDIF at SETUP
When X10 is connected to external amplifier through Optical, volume level will be appropriate.

16 French OSD added
French OSD language was added.

Thank you very much !!!!!!!

